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Abstract 
There are three aspects to strengthen honest governance 
education to Chinese policemen which include fully 
utilizing policemen to construct socialist harmonious 
society, strengthening ideology and politics education 
to policemen to develop their autonomy, establishing 
complete the system to punish and prevent corruption in 
policemen to further construct system.
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INTRODUCTION
To educate Chinese policemen in honest governance, 
one should emphasize both theory and practice and 
highlight its introductory character. When police 
organ is constructing honest governance culture, it 
needs to integrate honest property, cultural taste and 
police character to build an intensive atmosphere for 
construction of honest governance. It needs to fully utilize 
departments of discipline inspection, political work 
and propaganda to establish a responsibility system of 
team working, an innovation system of cultural works, 
an organization system of policemen participating, and 
an encourage system of processing in construction of 
honest governance culture, which has positive interaction 

and mutual promotion with police work and team 
construction. It needs to have both form and spirit and 
emphasize penetration ability. It needs to integrate culture 
of honest governance and construction of carrier. It needs 
to discover the cultural core and to express function of 
culture in education, development, and guidance in vivid, 
lively, novel and unique way. It needs to actively construct 
fine project of culture of honest governance. It needs to 
select policemen with talents of writing, editing, acting, 
and painting to establish warehouse of talents and arrange 
creative tasks to them. Meanwhile, it needs to widely 
employ experts to strengthen instruction, to discover, to 
refine and to create honest governance cultural works from 
combating corruption and advocating clean governance 
practice of the police system. It needs to interact with both 
inside and outside, emphasize pluralism. It needs to infuse 
culture of honest governance into construction of socialist 
advanced culture, fully express pluralism and vitality of 
culture of police honest governance.

1. FULLY UTILIZE POSITIVE FUNCTION 
OF POLICEMEN IN CONSTRUCTING 
SOCIALIST HARMONIOUS SOCIETY
Our country is in a new stage of fully constructing well-
off society, accelerated promoting socialist modernization. 
As an important force in securing stability of society, it 
has to improve abilities of maintaining national security, 
controlling social security, responding emergency, and 
serving economic society. It challenges construction 
of policemen team and demands new and higher 
requirements on striking crisis, protecting people, and 
securing society.  

1.1 Continuously Insist on Constructing Police 
Politically and Keep Political Nature
Meng Zhujian, a member of Central Committee of Policy 
and Law, has emphasized that political construction 
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should be considered as the first place of police, in 
addition, it needs to develop and promote spirit for 
policemen in new period as “loyal, reliable, just, brave, 
disciplined, and selfless”, to keep policemen team loyal 
to the Party, the nation, people, and law. Thus policemen 
should continuously arm them by scientific outlook on 
development, should further improve overall awareness, 
political awareness, sense of urgency, sense of people, and 
sense of law, should enhance their self-motivation and 
insistence on processing direction, policy and strategy of 
the Party, should keep pace with Central Committee of the 
Party on ideology and action, should be a loyal guarder to 
the Party and people forever, should establish proletariat 
idea of “use power for people, take care of people, make 
benefit for people”, should actually make solid ideological 
foundation of “establish police for justice and enforce law 
for people”.

1.2 Improve Comprehensive Ability and Secure 
Stability of Society
To improve comprehensive ability and secure stability 
of society are to improve ability of maintaining national 
security, to improve the ability of handling the situation of 
public order, to improve ability of serving development of 
social economy. Thus policemen should insist “stability 
is everything” basing on reality of police work and 
fully work on maintenance of social security. However, 
social environment is not peaceful. It is in a dangerous 
situation that includes confliction in deconstruction, 
salary confliction resulted from re-organizing enterprise, 
and so on. All these are challenging maintenance of 
social stability. Improper processing on those issues will 
lead to adverse effects on society. Therefore, policemen 
need to keep increasing their political sensitivity to fully 
understand the complexity of struggle under the current 
situation, difficulty in securing social stability, and 
importance of firming the Party’s ruling. While leading 
people to treat national emotions and adjustment on profit 
relationship in revolution correctly, policemen need to 
further complete construction of fast reaction system, to 
improve working ability on emergent event, to actually 
secure unity and stability.

1.3 Keep Strengthening Regularity of Police 
Team to Improve Overall Quality of the Team
Nature and task of police work have determined that 
policemen team has to process united, regular and strict 
management. Also, in order to adapt to requirements 
of socialist harmonious society, policemen team needs 
strengthened construction on regularity and improved 
regularity level. Thus police departments must follow 
requests of Ministry of Public Security that to adapt to 
demands of constructing socialist harmonious society by 
innovating on administration system, improving quality of 
people, completing rules and system, being supported by 
techniques, educating, supervising, and managing police 
team, and improving regularity level of the team. 

2 .  S T R E N G T H E N  I D E O L O G I C A L 
EDUCATION ON POLICEMEN AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-DISCIPLINE
To process ideological  education is  the base of 
standardizing behavior. Keep operating ideological 
education on the team, stabilizing defense on corruption 
and treason, improving self-discipline, and establishing 
sense of not disobeying rules are strategies that aiming at 
foundation of preventing law-breaking.

2.1 To Process Education on Ideal and Faith 
Ideal and faith are mental support and behavior guide of 
one’s life. Ideal and faith are navigation marks in one’s 
life since once you have noble ideal and correct faith, you 
won’t lose your standard and direction of your life, which 
makes lost in lust impossible. Currently, key points of 
ideal and faith education are focusing on “serve people, be 
practical, and be honest” and “two of have to” to promote 
fine traditions of the Party. It needs to guide policemen 
through education to make them know black from white, 
to firm their directions, to establish the correct view of 
world, of life and of value for them, to improve political 
and ideological personality and moral quality, to make 
them free from fame and gain, to be a clean officer and an 
honest person, to work fairly.

2.2 To Process Education on View of Power
To establish correct view of power for policemen is highly 
related to success or failure of police. View of power 
actually is the view of attitude, emotion and reorganization 
to people, is the view of to keep the power for whom, and 
to use the power for whom. Policemen are representing 
the country to use power. Only if correct view of power 
is established, one can express positive effect of power of 
enforcing law and use it to sever people, benefit people, 
to interact with people more closely, to win understanding 
and support from people, to stabilize ruling position of 
the Party and to secure the nation as a consequence. To 
establish correct view of power is to build awareness 
of serving, to study, to improve ideological level and 
moral accomplishment, to know well in basic principles 
of dialectical materialism and historical materialism, to 
treat relationship with people correctly, to be regardless 
of fame and gain, to establish correct life goal and noble 
moral sentiment, and to keep inert to fame, gain, power 
and corruption.

2.3 To Process Education on Warning
Using negative examples to warn people is a specific and 
shocking measure in education with honest governance. It 
usually will get good result to process warning education 
of policemen while teaching them party rules, policy 
rules and laws. Using important cases around country 
and cases of policemen violating law and discipline 
as negative examples, organizing policemen to watch 
educational films, to participate exhibitions, and to attend 
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ground discussion to treat process of warning education 
as a self-checking process of honest and self-discipline 
and a process of training party spirit for party members 
and cadres. It needs to provide lots of examples to peruse 
people, to educate people, to warn policemen, leaders and 
cadres and let them learn from those examples.

3 .  T O  E S T A B L I S H  C O M P L E T E 
P U N I S H M E N T  A N D  P R E C A U T I O N 
S Y S T E M  O N  C O R R U P T I O N  I N 
POLICEMEN AND KEEP CONSTRUCTING 
THE SYSTEM
It needs to avoid violation by standardization in 
constructing supervisor and restriction systems for all 
police work and power. Aiming at making policemen 
not able to violate rules, it needs to build a defense line 
including both supervisor and precaution. Currently, it 
needs to focus on key points below:

3.1 To Complete Every System
It needs both ideological education and complete system 
to strengthen construction of honest governance of 
policemen. System is a standard for people’s behavior, 
is an effective form and guarantee for combating 
corruption for public integrity. Of all ages, any army 
that has no standard and regularity to a restriction would 
have no fighting capacity, so does the police team. 
Thus constructing system is an important guarantee of 
team construction and strengthened honest party-style 
construction. When working on it, one needs to complete 
every rule and system, as well as make every currently 
available rule effective.

3.2 To Complete System of Power Restriction 
and Both Inner and Outer Supervisor
Deng Xiaoping once said that “losing or not enough 
restriction on power will cause corruption”. The reason 
that our party is continuously combating with corruption 
however it is growing is, subjectively, that we didn’t 
complete restriction system for power timely. One current 
and future important task is to complete and strengthen 
the power restriction system. It needs to work on the inner 
and outer supervisor.

3.3 To Construct Leader Team
It is said that “bad leader causes a bad team”. It is 
proofed that any department with a good leader team and 
a good representative will have effective honest party-
style education. Head leader of the police department 
needs to be on full leading duty of honest education to 
his department. In addition, other members of the leader 
team should be responsible for honest education in their 
duty fields according to their works. Leaders of the 

police department need to analyze honest condition of 
their department according to superiors’ requirements, 
especially new conditions and problems under the new 
situation, to study and design honest education work plan 
and execute it. Leaders need to work on themselves and 
promote policemen by their honest. Leaders in disciplinary 
inspection, supervision and inspection departments need 
to position themselves and take effect on work bravely, 
and finally become the main force of anti-corruption.

3.4 To Deepen Logistics Revolution
Growing corruption in the police department is related 
to lack of financial guarantee in the police department. 
To strengthen honest education of policemen, revolute 
logistics system is necessary. It is proofed that to use 
penalty to maintain operation of the police department is 
not desirable. It will lead to negative results like penalty-
replaced law, heavy penalty on minor crime and case for 
a penalty which leaves the legal system. To strengthen 
logistics system, the first task is to solve the “royal salary” 
issue. The second is to separate income and outcome, 
which refer to separate penalty income and submitting 
penalty. Every administrative fee and penalty income 
should be submitted to national timely and fully in order 
to avoid interception, defalcation and losing public funds 
which are the source of improper spending. In addition, 
it can promote financial input on policy works. The third 
is to strengthen management of output and cut down 
unnecessary expenses, especially entertainment fees, to 
utilize fund on critical places and improve efficiency, as 
well as to stop luxury and waste. The fourth is to treat 
policemen well and care their personal lives. Leaders 
at every level of the police department need to do their 
best to fill proper demands of policemen. It needs to 
keep policemen’s lives in mind, solve their problems 
and remove their concerns, which will promote honest 
construction practically.

CONCLUSION
Honest governance education to Chinese policemen needs 
to continuously focus on team construction. On one hand, 
it needs to strengthen education to policemen basing 
on honest party-style education. On the other hand, it 
needs to intensify team management, to complete and to 
innovate management system, making sure that it has new 
idea for new condition, new solvent to new issue and new 
breakthrough to hot and difficult problem. 
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